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soulmate for closing the gap
Wrike finds an operational

between buyers and sellers.
See how a project management platform with all work in a single place is 
succeeding with a revenue workflow platform that does the same.

What happens when the kind of experience your company is deeply committed to providing doesn’t align with 
the experience you’re receiving from your own vendors and tools? More importantly, how much better can 
things be when you do find that kind of relationship?

Reducing complexity and increasing productivity by bringing everything into a single place is the very crux of 
Wrike’s DNA. As an industry standard in intelligent project and work management software, Wrike’s single, 
comprehensive interface helps its customers collaborate, create, and focus on their most purposeful work. 
But when they weren’t feeling that same love from their own sales engagement tools, they sought out a new 
partner. A new sales engagement platform whose passion mirrored their own, so their relationship could bloom. 
They found Salesloft – and in just nine short months they achieved significant results:

• Reaching 20% of trial users within 10 minutes of signing up — up from 1% previously
• Elevating email-based cadence open rates from the twenties to low forties
• Creating $350K in sales tech stack savings through consolidation
• Achieving nearly 100% submission of sales reps’ weekly forecasts

That kind of magic only happens when goals are in perfect harmony and obstacles are overcome together. Here’s 
how a remarkable partnership unfolded when Wrike found Salesloft — and started experiencing #Saleslove.
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Before Salesloft, Wrike’s tech stack was a collection of 
single-purpose tools. Every step in the sales journey 
required jumping back and forth between different 
applications. Wrike knew that sales reps were losing 
precious time toggling from tool to tool instead of 
staying in  a productive workflow to have more time 
to sell. Onboarding and support were taxing due to 
the need to be well-versed in so many applications. 

Visibility was also a struggle, with Sales Ops and Sales 
Managers having to assemble tiny snapshots from 
each tool into a (hopefully) accurate approximation 
of the entire picture. And the inefficiencies weren’t 
limited to people’s time and productivity. The 
proliferation of tool subscriptions was also eating up 
too much budget.

Stephen Clouse, Director of Business Technology at 
Wrike, paints the picture of sales life before Salesloft.  
 
 
 
 

“I looked at the technology stack that I was now 
responsible for,” he recalls from his early days in the 
role. ”It seemed like someone had walked through 
the supermarket and just grabbed one or two of 
everything off the aisles. Our tech spend was kind of 
out of control and adoption was low.”

Salesloft’s approach was attractively familiar, mirroring 
the unified, holistic functionality that Wrike uses 
so successfully for its client’s project management 
needs. With a single sales engagement platform 
from a single partner, Wrike is  able to orchestrate 
every step of the sales journey — from touching leads 
quickly to accurately forecasting their pipeline — using 
Cadence, Conversations, Deals, and Forecast. Wrike’s 
sales team is saving time and effort because it’s easy 
for them to operate entirely within the platform. 
Meanwhile, the company is projecting $350,000 in 
sales tech stack savings through consolidation once 
subscriptions to other tools expire.

#RelationshipGoals:
Streamlining the sales tech stack for cost and time savings. 

Increasing revenue with timely responses and opportunity identification.

Enhancing the sales journey with intelligence.

Building a culture of predictable sales excellence.

Improving adoption to deliver better customer experiences.

Streamlining the sales tech
stack for cost and time savings.

https://salesloft.com/platform/cadence-automation/
https://salesloft.com/platform/conversations/
https://salesloft.com/platform/deals/
https://salesloft.com/platform/sales-forecasting-software/
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Wrike’s sales support team knew that the only thing 
worse than having a bloated array of sales tools was 
having a bloated array of sales tools that no one was 
using. With no guardrails in place around the content 
or order of communication, prospects and customers 
could have an uneven experience or fall through the 
cracks — preventing a lead from progressing or even 
killing a deal. 

Cronan Guinan-Menton, Associate Sales Ops Analyst 
at Wrike, explains why the Salesloft platform was a 
game changer in this area.  “ Salesloft falls into that 
nice zone where it has the best bits of a lot of the 
stuff you’re using,” he reports. “It’s been so easy and 
helpful to get people actually on board and 

utilizing it— the usage is very high across the board 
and across different teams.”

Salesloft users in the trenches at Wrike agree. “When 
you are working from Salesloft every day, it becomes 
a single source of truth,” shares Luke Devin, an AE at 
Wrike. “I’m looking down at the right-hand side of my 
Salesloft right now . . . looking at my live feed, looking 
at who’s the last person who clicked in my email, who 
responded to my email, who watched the recording 
that I sent over. That has made my life more enjoyable 
— I have visibility further into my deals than I have 
had previously.” 

Improving adoption
to deliver better customer

experiences.

Best-practice spotlight: Accelerating time to value
In healthy relationships, partners bring out the best in each other. For Wrike, this has meant 
embracing in-depth, expert assistance from Salesoft’s onboarding and dedicated Customer Success 
team to achieve legendary time to value, realizing powerful results in less than nine months. Key roll-
out tactics included:

• Introducing Salesloft functionality in small parts
• Implementing the product team by team
• Incorporating learnings from one iteration into the next to a new part of the organization

Guinan-Menton sums up the onboarding and roll-out collaboration between Wrike and Salesloft as 
this: “I think both teams have worked really well together to make sure we haven’t left  
anything behind.”
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Increasing revenue with
 timely responses and

opportunity identification.
For trial-led businesses like Wrike, there is nothing 
more critical than speed to lead. In fact, they found 
internally that reaching out to a trial user within 10 
minutes of trial activation delivers a 50% higher 
conversion rate. But acting on that knowledge was 
proving difficult and costing them valuable  
revenue opportunities.

“Because of our tech stack, we were only able to 
respond within 10 minutes about 1% of the time,” 
reflects Clouse. “The way the previous platform 
worked, it could have taken up to 45 min just to get 
[a lead] into a flow. Now, it’s within a minute.”

Cadence is the tool powering  speedy responses for 
Wrike. Besides automatically putting a new lead into 
the right email Cadence almost immediately, Cadence 
also enables the Wrike team to manage, monitor, 
and keep their pulse on the success of those emails. 
But Wrike was also looking for timely opportunity 
identification in order to execute sales plays at 
velocity and increase the speed of its  
go-to-market programs. 

By choosing both Conversations and Forecast 
functions as part of their subscription, Wrike has been 
able to not only identify opportunities, but execute 
against their key target markets in both the new 
business and the critical renewals segments.

What do the experts say?
In 2022, Forrester Consulting conducted a commissioned study, The Total Economic Impact™ 
of Salesloft, on behalf of Salesloft to reveal how enterprise customers benefited from its platform 
over a 3-year period. Here are just a few of their findings:

394%
ROI

60% improvement 
in response-to-

opportunity rate

30% improvement 
in closed-won deals

50% increase in annual 
prospecting activities

$744K savings 
by consolidating sales 

technology

Download the full study

https://salesloft.com/platform/cadence-automation/
https://salesloft.com/platform/conversations/
https://salesloft.com/platform/sales-forecasting-software/
https://salesloft.com/resources/guide/total-economic-impact-salesloft-2022/
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Enhancing the
sales journey with

intelligence.
Artificial intelligence is on everyone’s mind, for good 
reason. It’s a game changer for nearly every industry 
and role — including sales — and the competitive 
edge will go to people who use AI as part of their 
toolbox. Salesloft’s Conversations uses  powerful AI 
to transcribe, analyze, and summarize every prospect 
and buyer conversation for Wrike’s team, so they can 
skip the detective work and sell more confidently. 

Every seller at Wrike supported by Deals gets a 
closing edge with advanced deal analytics that 
identify high-converting deals. And sellers at Wrike 
deliver more relevant buying experiences when 
Generative AI in Cadence helps them draft attention-
grabbing emails. But the broader picture is this: the 
AI embedded throughout the Salesloft platform 
is human-centric and seamlessly integrated in the 
workflow. AI recommendations for decisions also 
come with explanations that help teach newer reps — 
or any user — which insights are particularly valuable 
in building the intuition that is essential for  
sales success.

Kaycee Decker, a Wrike Sales Ops Analyst, 
summarizes the practical benefits of the embedded 
AI technology for their Salesloft users. “There is a 
reassurance that your day-to-day and your morning is 
not so consumed by constantly sourcing, constantly 
having to keep an eye on your pipeline — and there is 
a little bit more nurturing that you can do with your 
existing contacts.” The users she supports at Wrike 
are enjoying the experience. “People are scared AI is 
taking their jobs. It’s the opposite with Salesloft. It’s 
like improving your job and freeing you up to do more 
meaningful work.”

AEs echo this assessment. For example, Devin was 
notified when a prospect clicked again on an email 
from him about pricing. “It’s helpful being notified in 
the exact moment when it is happening,” he explains. 
“You know when you’re being thought about from a 
sales perspective; I can send her a quick email in the 
moment because I know it’s top of mind for her.” The 
intelligent approach also generates concrete results. 
Insights generated within the Salesloft platform — 
such as top-performing subject lines and the timing 
of emails sent — have elevated email-based Cadence 
open rates from the twenties to low forties.

https://salesloft.com/platform/conversations/
https://salesloft.com/platform/deals/
https://salesloft.com/platform/cadence-automation/
https://salesloft.com/platform/cadence-automation/
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With all the tools at their disposal, Wrike’s sales 
managers have become better coaches (via analytics 
from Conversations) and sales reps benefit from 
adhering to identified best practices (using content 
and tempos identified as highest-performing in 
Cadence). These use cases can be supported or even 
driven by sales ops — at Wrike, the sales ops team 
was able to gamify the use of Conversations for 
coaching by identifying which managers were and 
weren’t using it, explaining the value of the feature to 
low adopters, and then creating a competition with a 
leaderboard to drive increased adoption. The culture 
of sales excellence built and reinforced by these 
features leads to better experiences for both Wrike 
sellers and their buyers.

The end result of improved practices is gaining more 
business, more efficiently. Chris Mills, VP of Product 
Marketing and GTM at Wrike, explains: “We’ve 
had to become much more strategic at how we 
identify segments that might be ripe for expansion 

opportunity,” he notes, “and driving more prescriptive 
expansion conversations to get a referral from one 
department into another department, where we 
believe we can add value.”

With everyone able to live inside of a single platform, 
Wrike’s sales and sales ops teams have something else 
that is elevating the organization’s sales excellence: 
more time. Sales Ops has focused on creating new 
use cases for the Salesloft platform to extend its value 
and impact on revenue. AEs like Devin are saving 
time as well. “Being that I don’t have to work from 
multiple tabs, I would say, that’s really just helped me 
save overall time,” he shares. “Like when I’m calling my 
leads. I don’t have to be looking at 3 different screens, 
right?” That’s extra time that he can use to create 
more customized and personalized demos for buyers, 
another of his many responsibilities. And there’s more 
to come — in the next few months, Wrike’s Customer 
Success team will join the Salesloft platform as well. 

Building a culture of predictable
sales excellence.

At Salesloft, we get that you have other important relationships. For Wrike, our ability to play nicely 
with Salesforce and Lean Data was key. But Workflow only works for everyone if it’s integrated 
with *your* other revenue and marketing investments. That’s why we’ve developed more than 160 
integrations across customer lifecycle technologies, your systems of record, and your communications 
tools. If your technology isn’t among them, you’re still covered with our open API. Best of all, it’s all 
built on a secure, easy-to-govern platform

We’re not jealous of your other technologies

Download the full study

https://salesloft.com/platform/conversations/
https://salesloft.com/platform/cadence-automation/
https://salesloft.com/platform/conversations/
https://salesloft.com/integrations-partnerships/
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Selling is hard, which means happily ever after doesn’t just happen by accident. At Salesloft, we want sellers 
to be loved by the buyers they serve. Over seven years ago, we created a slightly nerdy but endearing little 
concept called #saleslove — a welcoming, intentional approach to celebrating our customers and sharing in their 
successes. It’s a genuine fusion of commerce and caring that means listening to your goals, your hopes, and your 
dreams of a better way to sell, then working with you to craft solutions that lift you beyond your obstacles. With 
a partner who’s all in on a successful, long-term relationship, you can act with certainty — and the way you sell 
will never be the same.

This story wouldn’t be complete without a deeper look at what makes a genuine platform. Just as a series of 
dates doesn’t necessarily make a real relationship, a bag of parts or collection of capabilities doesn’t bring to 
your business what a true platform can. Here’s the difference — and why it matters:

1. A true platform offers integrated workflows. This makes it easy to use and saves time — which also  
saves money.

1. A true platform offers enterprise governance. It is global, and scales with you.
1. A true platform contains AI in the workflow. This not only saves time, but it delivers better outcomes.
Don’t settle for bits and pieces — your connection with buyers deserves to be whole, and your business will be 
the better for it. Salesloft’s authentic platform delivers enduring best outcomes to every seller, buyer,  
and prospect.

“It’s been cool to see going from 
virtually nothing — or even in the case 
of Cadences, complete chaos/the Wild 
West — to structured, standardized best 
practice approaches in several different 
parts of the process or the business and 
our processes using Salesloft.”

— Mizelle Hornilla, 
Business Transformation Manager

Ready to feel the #saleslove? Make your 
connection with Salesloft today 

https://salesloft.com/platform/cadence-automation/
https://www.salesloft.com/see-it-live/
https://www.salesloft.com/see-it-live/

